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Abstract

ComDMFT is a massively parallel computational package to study the elec-
tronic structure of correlated-electron systems (CES). Our approach is a parameter-
free method based on ab initio linearized quasiparticle self-consistent GW (LQSGW)
and dynamical mean field theory (DMFT). The non-local part of the electronic
self-energy is treated within ab initio LQSGW and the local strong correlation
is treated within DMFT. In addition to ab initio LQSGW+DMFT, charge self-
consistent LDA+DMFT methodology is also implemented, enabling multiple
methods in one open-source platform for the electronic structure of CES. This
package can be extended for future developments to implement other method-
ologies to treat CES.
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Nature of problem(approx. 50-250 words):
There is no open-source code based on ab initio GW+EDMFT methodology to support

its theoretical advancement for the electronic structure of correlated electron systems.

Solution method(approx. 50-250 words):
We implemented ab initio LQSGW+DMFT methodology, as a simplification of ab
initio GW+EDMFT, for the electronic structure of correlated electron systems. In

addition, charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT methodology is also implemented, en-
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abling the comparison of multiple methods for the electronic structure of correlated

electron systems in one platform.

1. Introduction

One of the most challenging but intriguing questions in the field of ma-
terials science is how to understand and calculate the physical properties of
materials, starting from first principles. This is a particularly difficult ques-
tion in the context of systems with partially-filled d- and f - subshells, so-called
correlated-electron systems (CES). Typically, CES shows large enhancements
of the effective electron mass [1] relative to Kohn-Sham bands structure calcu-
lated in the local density approximation (LDA) and related physical quantities
such as the Sommerfeld coefficient and the coefficient of the quadratic term in
the temperature dependence of the resistivity [2, 3, 4]. For reviews of CES,
please see these references [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Microscopically, electrons in
open d- and f - subshells tend to be localized on a short timescale but itiner-
ant on a long timescale. This coexistence of localized and itinerant character
results in competition among different forms of long-range order, making CES
extremely sensitive to small changes in their control parameters resulting in large
responses. This makes theoretical understanding of these materials challenging,
though it opens up exciting potential applications such as oxide electronics,
high-temperature superconductors, and spintronic devices.

Conventional band-picture-based ab initio approaches are not particularly
useful in the CES context. There are many success stories in the prediction,
based on density functional theory (DFT) [12, 13] and ab initio quasiparticle
GW [14, 15], of the ground and excited state properties of normal metals and
semiconductors. These successes are supported by software package develop-
ments since the 1990s including Quantum espresso[16], Paratec[17], Abinit[18],
BerkeleyGW[19], Vasp[20], Siesta[21], OpenMX[22], Ecalj[23], Questaal[24], Elk[25],
Wien2k[26], Fleur[27], RSPt[28], and FlapwMBPT [29]. However, such treat-
ments do not sufficiently capture strongly correlated phenomena. In the band
picture on the conceptual basis of Landau’s Fermi-liquid theory [30], the single-
particle spectrum can be approximated by bands composed of itinerant dressed
electrons as there is a one-to-one correspondence between bare particles and
dressed particles with renormalized mass and finite lifetime. By contrast, elec-
trons in open d- and f - subshells are neither localized nor itinerant. In addition
to the low-energy coherent (itinerant) excitation spectra, the high-energy spec-
tra of CES are dominated by incoherent (localized) excitation. The spectral
weights associated with incoherent excitations (Hubbard bands) are not neg-
ligible and sometimes overwhelming as demonstrated by paramagnetic Mott
insulators [31].

In an effort to understand the various interesting physics in CES, numerous
theoretical frameworks have been pursued. Among these approaches, one of
the most successful approaches is the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT)[32,
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33, 5]. DMFT establishes a mapping from a quantum many-body problem on
a lattice onto a multi-orbital quantum impurity problem in an effective elec-
tron bath. Calculated objects associated with the impurity (d- and f - subshell)
orbitals are embedded into the lattice to obtain single-particle Greens func-
tion as well as susceptibilities. In combination with density functional theory
[34, 35, 36, 8], it has described various phenomena peculiar to CES such as para-
magnetic Mott transitions[37] and volume collapse transitions[38]. Now, there
are many recent achievements within DFT+DMFT including so-called exact
double-counting[39], free energy [40] and forces[41].

All these theoretical advancements and their successes are supported by very
recent software developments since the 2010s in various directions. Reusable
physics libraries including TRIQS[42] and ALPS [43] and standalone impurity
solvers such as iQIST[44] and W2dynamics [45] have been developed. Several
LDA+DMFT packages have been developed: i) EDMFTF[46, 47] integrated
with Wien2K, ii) TRIQS/DFTTools [48] built on top of TRIQS and Wien2k,
iii) VASP+DMFT [49] integrated with VASP [20] and EDMFTF impurity solver
[50, 46, 47] iv) D-Core [51] built on top of TRIQS, ALPS, Quantum Espresso
[16] and OpenMX[22, 52], v) AMULET [53] integrated with Quantum Espresso
[16] and Elk [25]. LDA+DMFT functionality has been added to existing ab

initio codes: Abinit[18] and RSPt[28, 54].
The theoretical success of DFT+DMFT in various CES has spiked the inter-

est in realizing a diagrammatically controlled ab initio approach to the quantum
many-body problem in solids. The advantage of this approach is that the non-
local part of electronic self-energy can be restored by adding the first non-trivial
non-local diagrammatic correction to DMFT self-energy. In addition, the value
of the parameters (Coulomb interaction tensor and double counting energy) can
be determined accordingly, leaving only the choice the correlated orbitals to be
made.

There are now intense activities in this area with many recent studies on
how to combine GW with EDMFT in a simplified way [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60,
61, 62, 63, 64]. However, in contrast to the LDA+DMFT case, there are only
a few closed packages of any simplified form of GW+EDMFT to support its
theoretical advancement: Questaal [24] supported by EDMFTF impurity solver
[50, 46, 47] and VASP[20, 64] supported by W2dynamics [45].

Recently, our group proposed an efficient way of combining ab initio lin-
earized quasiparticle self-consistent GW (LQSGW) and DMFT [63]: we per-
form ab initio LQSGW calculation [65, 66] and then correct the local part of
GW self-energy using DMFT. For the impurity orbital in the DMFT step, we
choose a very localized orbital spanning a large energy window, which con-
tains most strongly hybridized bands along with upper and lower Hubbard
bands. Having chosen the shape of the correlated orbitals, all the other param-
eters are determined accordingly: double-counting energy within local GW ap-
proximation and Coulomb interaction tensor within constrained random phase
approximation (cRPA)[67]. This effort extends the open-source diagrammatic
platform FlapwMBPT [29] with DMFT approaches. This method enabled the
first-principles study of Mott insulators in both their paramagnetic and antifer-
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Figure 1: (color online) general theoretical framework for ab initio GW+EDMFT. For the
meaning of each symbol, please see table 1. Starting from GW self-energy and polarizability,
impurity self-energy (Σ̃imp) and impurity polarizability (P̃imp) are embedded with proper

double-counting terms (Σ̃DC and P̃DC) by using fermionic (fk) and bosonic (bk) projection
operators to the correlated subspace, respectively. Next, single-particle Greens function (G)
and fully screened Coulomb interaction (W ) are obtained and their projections to the cor-

related subspace (G̃loc and W̃loc) are calculated. By using impurity self-energy (Σ̃imp) and

impurity polarizability (P̃imp) from the previous iteration, fermionic (G̃) and bosonic (Ũ)

Weiss fields are calculated. With the inputs G̃ and Ũ , impurity Greens function (G̃imp) and

impurity susceptibility (χ̃imp) are calculated and then new Σ̃imp and P̃imp are extracted.

The self-consistent loop is continued until G̃imp = G̃loc and W̃imp = W̃loc.

romagnetic phases without any adjustable parameters.
ComDMFT is the first open-source massively parallel computer package that

implements any simplified form of GW+EDMFT. Among them, our choice is
LQSGW+DMFT methodology. In addition, ComDMFT enables multiple meth-
ods for the electronic structure of CES in one platform. Charge self-consistent
LDA+DMFT methodology is implemented with the same linearized-augmented
planewave (LAPW) basis set under the full potential from nuclei and the same
way of choosing correlated orbitals from Wannier functions. It will be ex-
tended for rotationally-invariant-slave-boson methods (RISB) in combination
with LDA. This package is intended for use on top of FlapwMBPT code [29]
for ab initio LQSGW and LDA calculations and composed of several programs:
ComWann, ComCoulomb, ComDC, ComLowH, and ComCTQMC which are
written in FORTRAN90, C++, and python. The algorithms and codes were
devised and developed at Rutgers University, University of Sherbrooke, and
Brookhaven National Lab.
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Table 1: list of symbols

k crystal momentum vector
R lattice vector
ωn fermionic Matsubara frequency
νn bosonic Matsubara frequency
τ imaginary time
Nk the number of crystal momentum vectors in the first Brillouin zone
G Green’s function
Σ electronic self-energy
W screened Coulomb interaction
Wr partially screened Coulomb interaction
P polarizability
χ susceptibility
fk fermionic projection operator
bk bosonic projection operator

G̃ fermionic Weiss field

G̃imp impurity Green’s function

G̃loc local Green’s function

Σ̃imp impurity self-energy

Σ̃DC double-counted self-energy

Ũ bosonic Weiss field

W̃imp impurity screened Coulomb interaction

W̃loc local screened Coulomb interaction

P̃imp impurity polarizability

P̃DC double-counted polarizability
χ̃imp impurity susceptibility
GMF mean-field Green’s function
HMF mean-field Hamiltonian
GQP Green’s function from a quasiparticle Hamiltonian
PQP polarizability from a quasiparticle Green’s function
P low
QP polarizability from correlated bands

P high
QP PQP − P low

QP

Enk quasiparticle energy with a band index n and a crystal momentum vector k
|nk〉 quasiparticle wave function (ψnk(r) = 〈r|nk〉)
|αR〉 Wannier function labeled by lattice vector R and an orbital index α.
|αk〉 Bloch sum of Wannier functions |αR〉
Unα(k) basis rotation matrix 〈nk|αk〉
F k Slater’s integral of partially screened Coulomb interaction
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2. General Theoretical Framework

After constructing a Baym-Kadanoff functional of the single-particle Green’s
function (G) and the screened Coulomb interaction (W )[68, 69], various approxi-
mations to the so-called Ψ functional can be made: the first order approximation
in W corresponds to the GW approximation (ΨGW (G,W ) = − 1

2 TrGWG)[68],
whereas the local approximation applied to the d- or f - subshell orbitals gives
rise to an extended DMFT (EDMFT) approach [70, 71, 72](Ψ(G̃, W̃ )). By com-
bining these two diagrammatic approaches [73, 74, 62], we can derive the Ψ func-
tional of GW+EDMFT (ΨGW+EDMFT (G,W )) after subtracting the double-

counted local GW diagram (Ψlocal−GW (G̃, W̃ ) = − 1
2 Tr G̃W̃ G̃).

ΨGW+EDMFT (G,W ) = −1

2
TrGWG+Ψ(G̃, W̃ ) +

1

2
Tr G̃W̃ G̃. (1)

Here Ã represents the projection of the quantity A to correlated subspace.
Within the fully self-consistent GW+EDMFT, the electronic structure can

be calculated by the self-consistent loop in Fig. 1. Starting from irreducible
self-energy (Σ) and polarizability (P ) within GW approximation, we embed im-

purity self-energy (Σ̃imp) and impurity polarizability (P̃imp) with proper double-

counting terms (Σ̃DC and P̃DC) by using fermionic (fk) and bosonic (bk) pro-
jection operators [74] to the correlated subspace. If it is the first iteration, we
may set impurity quantities the same as the double-counting quantities. Then,
single-particle Greens function (G) and fully screened Coulomb interaction (W )
can be obtained using Dyson’s equation. After projecting G andW to the corre-
lated subspace using fk and bk, local Green’s function (G̃loc) and local screened

Coulomb interaction (W̃loc) are obtained. By using impurity self-energy (Σ̃imp)

and impurity polarizability (P̃imp) from the previous iteration, fermionic (G̃)
and bosonic (Ũ) Weiss fields are calculated. With the inputs G̃ and Ũ , impurity

Greens function (G̃imp) and impurity susceptibility (χ̃imp) are calculated and

then new Σ̃imp and P̃imp are extracted. We solve this self-consistent equation

until G̃imp = G̃loc and W̃imp = W̃loc.

3. Ab initio LQSGW+DMFT as a simplified version of GW+EDMFT

Although this is a well-known route, its implementation has been realized
[62] only in the low-energy Hilbert space for GW+EDMFT. Furthermore, as is
often the case in quantummany-body theory, approximations which are not fully
diagrammatic or not fully self-consistent often work better for some quantities
than the fully diagrammatic treatments. For example, fully self-consistent GW
is worse than partially self-consistent GW for the spectra of three-dimensional
electron gas [75]. So far various partial self-consistency schemes have been
tried [76, 55, 56, 57, 58, 61, 60, 62, 63]. In the most cases, GW+EDMFT self-
consistency for the bosonic quantities has been neglected and the bosonic Weiss
field is obtained from cRPA and its various extensions. In addition, Green’s
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Figure 2: (color online) ab initio LQSGW+DMFT self-consistent loop, implemented in
ComDMFT, as a simplified version of ab initio GW+EDMFT depicted in Fig 1. For the
meaning of each symbol, please see table 1. With a fixed mean-field Green’s function (GMF )

within ab initio non-local LQSGW, a fixed bosonic Weiss field (Ũ) from a constrained random
phase approximation, and a choice of correlated orbitals (fk), we solve dynamical mean-field
theory self-consistent equation. Onto GMF in which double-counting self-energy is compen-
sated, we embed Σ̃imp using fk. After projecting G to the correlated subspace using fk, local

Green’s function (G̃loc) is obtained. By using impurity self-energy (Σ̃imp) from the previous

iteration, G̃ is calculated. With the inputs of G̃ and Ũ , G̃imp is calculated and subsequently

a new Σ̃imp is obtained. We solve this self-consistent equation until G̃imp = G̃loc.

functions are assumed to be G−1(k, iωn) = G−1
MF (k, iωn) − fkΣ̃imp(iωn)f

†
k
,

where GMF is a free Green’s function from a mean-field Hamiltonian (HMF )
such that G−1

MF (k, iωn) = iωn−HMF (k). GMF is fixed during the self-consistent
loop implying that mean-field self-energy is corrected by one-shot DMFT.

For the construction ofHMF , various static mean-field approaches have been
suggested and tested, ranging from one-shot GW [57, 58], screened exchange
[61], LQSGW[63] and QSGW[77]. In addition, the idea of the non-local version
of QSGW and LQSGW was proposed[60]. Among them, our choice of HMF is
ab initio non-local LQSGW. LQSGW is known to fix inaccurate spectra of fully
self-consistent GW [75] and, at the same time, the starting point dependence
of one-shot GW [78]. By using non-local LQSGW Hamiltonian, the effect of
double-counting self-energy is compensated up to linear order in frequency [60].

Starting from GMF within ab initio non-local LQSGW, the bosonic Weiss
field from cRPA and the choice of correlated orbitals, we solve DMFT self-
consistent equation as shown in Fig. 2. Onto GMF , we embed Σ̃imp using
fk. If it is the first iteration, we may set impurity quantities the same as the
double-counting quantities. After projecting G to the correlated subspace using
fk, local Green’s function (G̃loc) is obtained. By using impurity self-energy

(Σ̃imp) from the previous iteration, G̃ is calculated. With the inputs of G̃ and

Ũ , G̃imp is calculated and subsequently a new Σ̃imp is obtained. We solve this

self-consistent equation until G̃imp = G̃loc.
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Figure 3: (color online) ab initio LQSGW+DMFT flowchart and data exchange between
programs (FlapwMBPT, ComWann, ComCoulomb, ComDC, ComLowH and ComCTQMC)
in ComDMFT. For the meaning of each symbol, please see table 1. First, a quasiparticle
Hamiltonian (HQP ) is constructed within ab initio linearized quasiparticle self-consistent GW
(LQSGW) approximation by using FlapwMBPT [29]. Within LQSGW, GW self-energy and
polarizability within random phase approximation are constructed by using LQSGW Green’s
function (GQP ). With LQSGW quasiparticle energies and wavefunctions, ComWann calcu-

lates initial trial rotation matrix (Anα(k)) and overlap matrix (Mkb
mn) to construct Wannier

functions and their rotation matrix (Unα(k)) by using Wannier90 package [79]. ComCoulomb
reads LQSGW bandstructure as well as Unα(k) to calculate Slater’s integrals (F k) of par-
tially screened Coulomb interaction (Wr) within a constrained random phase approximation.
Then ComDC calculates self-energy within local GW approximation with inputs of F k and
LQSGW local Green’s function (G̃loc). Finally, we solve DMFT self-consistent loop by us-
ing ComLowH and ComCTQMC. ComLowH Wannier-interpolates LQSGW bandstructure
and construct Lattice Green’s function (G) and fermionic Weiss field (G̃) by compensating
double-counting self-energy up to linear order in frequency and embedding impurity self-
energy (Σ̃imp). ComCTQMC calculates impurity self-energy with inputs of G̃ and F k
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4. Computational Layout for ab initio LQSGW+DMFT

The ab initio LQSGW+DMFT approach is an approximation of ab initio

GW+EDMFT. Input parameters are the crystal structure and the chosen cor-
related orbitals. The LQSGW+DMFT flowchart is provided in Fig. 3. Ab

initio LQSGW+DMFT calculations can be broken down into five steps: i) the
construction of quasi-particle Hamiltonian within ab initio LQSGW by Flap-
wMBPT [29] ii) the construction of the atom-centered local basis set spanning
the low-energy Hilbert space by ComWann utilizing Wannier90 package [79]
iii) the calculation of the bosonic Weiss field within cRPA and evaluation of
Slater’s integral associated with the impurity orbitals by ComCoulomb iv) the
calculation of the double-counted self-energy associated with the impurity or-
bitals within local GW approximation by ComDC, v) Wannier interpolation of
the mean-field Hamiltonian and solving the DMFT self-consistent equation by
ComLowH and ComCTQMC.

4.1. ComWann

In the one-particle picture, the electronic structure of a periodic system can
be represented by extended states. Among the possible choices is quasiparticle
wavefunctions (|nk〉), which are eigenvectors of an effective one-particle Hamil-
tonian. |nk〉 are characterized by two good quantum numbers: band index n
and crystal momentum vector k. Alternative basis sets composed of localized
states are also available and this choice is useful in representing the low-energy
Hilbert space. One of the typical choices of localized states is Wannier func-
tions (|αR〉)[80], as labeled by a lattice vector R and a composite index α for
the centered atom and approximate angular momentum quantum numbers of
the wave function. |αR〉 can be constructed in the following way.

|αR〉 = 1√
Nk

∑

k,n

U∗
nα(k)e

−ik·R|nk〉, (2)

where Nk is the number of crystal momentum vector in the first Brillouin zone.
We also use |αk〉 =

∑
n U

∗
nα(k)|nk〉 in the following. One way to construct

orthonormal basis set |αk〉 from |nk〉, or to determine Unα(k), is by minimizing
total spreads (Ω) defined by

Ω =
∑

αR

〈r2 − 〈r〉2αR〉αR, (3)

under the constraint that eigenvalues Enk in an energy window (so-called frozen
energy window) is preserved. Here 〈A〉αR = 〈Rα|A|Rα〉 and r is the position
vector in a global coordinate.

In ComDMFT, |αR〉 is constructed in the following way. i) ComWann sets
the initial Unα(k) or pick out initial trial orbitals |Rα〉i for Ω minimization.
A radial function of an initial trial orbital with an angular momentum charac-
ter can be any linear combination of muffin-tin orbitals in the LAPW basis set
with the angular momentum character. ComWann takes the linear combination
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which maximize
∑Emin

froz<En,k<Emax
froz

n,k |〈nk|kα〉i|2, where Emin
froz is the lower bound

of the frozen energy window and Emax
froz is the upper bound of the frozen energy

window. Among these muffin-tin orbitals with the choice of radial function,

ComWann picks out one of which
∑Emin

froz<En,k<Emax
froz

n,k |〈nk|kα〉i|2 > 0.15 and
set them initial trial orbitals. ii) Then ComWann calculates the overlap matrix
Mkb

mn = 〈um,k|un,k+b〉. Here |un,k〉 is the periodic part of the |nk〉 and b is a
vector connecting a k point to its nearest neighbors. Mkb

mn enables the calcula-
tion of the total spread in the crystal momentum space [80]. iii) Ω minimization
is carried out by using Wannier90 package in its library mode [79] by providing
so-called A matrix Anα(k) = 1

Nk

∑
k
〈nk|kα〉i and Mkb

mn. iv) Once Unα(k) is
determined, fk is given by

fk = 〈r|αk〉 =
∑

n

U∗
nα(k)〈r|nk〉 (4)

In ComWann, the default choice of the approximate angular momentum char-
acter of Wannier functions depends on the presence of spin-orbit coupling. For
a system without spin-orbit coupling, the angular part is approximately the
cubic-harmonics Ylm, which is defined as

Ylm =





i√
2

(
Y

−|m|
l − (−1)mY

|m|
l

)
, m < 0

Y 0
l , m = 0
1√
2

(
Y

−|m|
l + (−1)mY

|m|
l

)
, m > 0

(5)

Here, Y m
l is the spherical harmonics. Note that subscript m denotes cubic

harmonics and superscript m denotes spherical harmonics. For the system with
spin-orbit coupling, the angular part is approximately the spin-angular function
(Ωl,i,m) which is defined as

Ωl,i=± 1

2
,m =

∑

s±1/2

Cl,m
i,s Y

m−s
l (r̂)us. (6)

Here, us is a spinor and Cl,m
i,s = 〈l,m− s, 12 , s|l + i,m〉.

Parallelization of ComWann is characterized by the calculation of Anα(k),
the calculation of Mkb

mn and total spread minimization. For the computation of
Anα(k) and Mkb

mn, the code is parallelized with nearly linear scaling up to Nk

processors. For the minimization of the total spread, ComWann calls Wannier90
package in its library mode [79], which utilize only a single processor.

4.2. ComCoulomb

ComCoulomb calculates the bosonic Weiss field U associated with the cor-
related orbitals within cRPA[67, 81] and its Slater’s integrals. Here we stress
that the bosonic Weiss field U from cRPA is a way to evaluate U and not
identical to U from “ideal” fully self-consistent GW+EDMFT. Within cRPA,
the bosonic Weiss field U is obtained by separating out the RPA polarizability
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(P low
QP ) from the correlated states. Various ideas to identify P low

QP have been sug-
gested ranging from the usage of energy window [81, 82], the disentanglement
of correlated bands from itinerant bands [83], weighting the polarizability by
correlated orbital projections [84, 85], selecting correlated bands [81, 82, 86], to
local polarizability [87]. In ComCoulomb, P low

QP is defined by identifying corre-
lated bands [81, 82, 86]: bands having strong correlated orbitals character are
chosen as correlated bands at each k point and the number of correlated bands
is set to be the number of correlated orbitals. Then, P low

QP is defined in the
following way.

P low
QP (r, r′,k, iνn) = −Ns

∑

k′

unoccupied
correlated bands∑

n

occupied
correlated bands∑

m

ψnk′(r)ψ∗
mk′+k

(r)ψ∗
nk′(r′)ψmk′+k(r

′)
2(Enk′ − Emk′+k)

ν2n − (Enk′ − Emk′+k)2
,

(7)

where ψnk(r) = 〈r|nk〉 and Ns is 2 for the system without spin-orbit coupling

and 1 for the system with strong spin-orbit coupling. Using P high
QP = PQP −P low

QP

where PQP is RPA polarizability, the partially-screened Coulomb interaction
(Wr) is calculated by

W−1
r (r, r′,k, iνn) = V −1(r, r′,k)− P high

QP (r, r′,k, iνn). (8)

Next, Slater’s integrals (F k) are calculated usingWr(r, r
′,R = 0, iνn) and Wan-

nier functions for the correlated orbitals. For the system without spin-orbit
coupling,

F k(iνn) =
1

Cl
k

4π

2k + 1

∑

m1,m2,m3,m4

∑

m′

1
,m′

2
,m′

3
,m′

4

〈Y m1

l |Y m1−m4

k Y m4

l 〉〈Y m2

l Y m2−m3

k |Y m3

l 〉

Sm1m′

1
Sm2m′

2
S−1
m3m′

3

S−1
m4m′

4

∫
drdr′Wr(r, r

′, R = 0, iνn)

W ∗
R=0,m′

1

(r)W ∗
R=0,m′

2

(r′)WR=0,m′

3
(r′)WR=0,m′

4
(r),

(9)

where Cl
k = (2l+1)4

2k+1

[
l k l
0 0 0

]
,

[
l k l
0 0 0

]
is the Racah-Wigner 3j-symbol,

Sm1m′

1
= 〈Ylm1

|Y m′

1

l 〉 and WR,m(r) = 〈r|mR〉 is a Wannier function with angu-
lar part of cubic-harmonics Ylm.
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For the system with strong spin-orbit coupling, we use:

F k(iνn) =
1

4Cl
k

4π

2k + 1

∑

m1,m2,m3,m4

∑

s,s′=± 1

2

∑

m′

1
,m′

2
,m′

3
,m′

4

∑

i1,i2,i3,i4=± 1

2

〈Y m1

l |Y m1−m4

k Y m4

l 〉〈Y m2

l Y m2−m3

k |Y m3

l 〉Sm1s,m′

1
i1Sm2s′,m′

2
i2S

−1
m3s′,m′

3
i3
S−1
m4s,m′

4
i4∫

drdr′Wr(r, r
′, R = 0, iνn)W

∗
R=0,m′

1
,i1
(r)W ∗

R=0,m′

2
,i2
(r′)WR=0,m′

3
i3(r

′)WR=0,m′

4
,i4(r)

(10)

Parallelization of ComCoulomb is characterized by the construction of P low
QP ,

PQP , Wr , and F k. The parallelization of the part to calculate P low
QP and PQP

follows the parallelization to calculate PQP in FlapwMBPT code. The part for
Wr follows the parallelization to calculate W in FlapwMBPT code. Details can
be found in Ref. [29]. For the computation of F k, the code is parallelized with
nearly linear scaling up to Nν processors, where Nν is the number of the bosonic
frequency points treated numerically.

4.3. ComDC

ComDC calculates the electron self-energy included in both ab initio LQSGW
and DMFT: the local Hartree term and the local GW term. Electron self-energy
from local Hartree and local GW diagrams is as follows.

Σ̃DC,i,j(iωn) =
∑

k,l=m′

l

G̃l,k(τ = 0−)Ũiklj(iν = 0)−
∑

k,l

∫
dτG̃l,k(τ)W̃ikjl(τ)e

iωnτ .

(11)
where i,j,k and l are composite indices for both orbital and spin (spin-angular

function index) in the system without (with) spin-orbit coupling. Ũ is con-
structed by using Slater’s integrals in eq. (9) and eq. (10) as well as Wannier
functions associated with correlated orbitals.

Ui,j,k,l(iνn) =
∑

m′

1
m′

2
,m′

3
m′

4

s1=± 1

2
s2=± 1

2

Si,m′

1
s1Sj,m′

2
s2S

−1
k,m′

3
s2
S−1
l,m′

4
s1

2l,even∑

k=0

4π

2k + 1
〈Y m′

1

l |Y q
k Y

m′

4

l 〉〈Y m′

2

l Y q
k |Y

m′

3

l 〉F k(iνn).

(12)

Here, Si,m′s is the matrix for transformation from the spherical harmonics
/ spinor basis to the cubic spherical harmonics / spinor basis (the spin angular
function basis) for the system without spin-orbit coupling (for the system with

strong spin-orbit coupling). Meanwhile, G̃ is the local Green’s function and W̃
is the local screened Coulomb interaction given by

W̃ikjl(iνn)=Ũikjl(iνn) +
∑

mnpq

Ũimnl(iνn)P̃mpqn(iνn)W̃pkjq(iνn), (13)
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where P̃ is the local polarizability and it is calculated as

P̃mpqn(iνn) =

∫
dτG̃n,p(τ)G̃q,m(−τ)eiνnτ . (14)

Parallelization of ComDC is characterized by the construction of G̃(τ), P̃ (iνn),

W̃ (iνn), W̃ (τ), Σ̃(τ), and Σ̃(iωn). For the part to calculate G̃(τ), W̃ (τ) and

Σ̃(τ), the code is parallelized with nearly linear scaling up to Nτ processors

where Nτ is the number of τ mesh. For the part to calculate P̃ (iν) and W̃ (iν),
the code is parallelized with nearly linear scaling up to Nν processors where Nν

is the number of ν mesh. For the part to calculate Σ̃(iωn), the code is paral-
lelized with nearly linear scaling up to Nω processors where Nω is the number
of ω mesh. Note that Nν , Nω, Nτ are linearly increasing functions of the inverse
temperature and their values at 300K is typically ∼1,000, ∼4,000, and ∼2,000,
This code scales well up to ∼10,000 CPU cores.

4.4. ComLowH

ComLowH constructs non-local LQSGWHamiltonian(Hnl
QP ) and lattice Green’s

function (G) in a fine-k grid using Wannier interpolation, in addition to the

fermionic Weiss field (G̃). After Wannier-interpolating HQP and fk, non-local
LQSGW Hamiltonian [60] is constructed in the following way.

Hnl
QP (k) =

√
Z−1
DC(k)HQP

√
Z−1
DC(k)− fkΣ̃DC(ω = 0)f †

k
, (15)

where Z−1
DC(k) = fk

(
1− ∂Σ̃DC(ω = 0)/∂iωn

)
f †
k
. Then the lattice Green’s

function (G) is given by

G−1(k, iωn) = iωn −Hnl
QP (k)− fkΣ̃imp(iωn)f

†
k

(16)

and the fermionic Weiss field is

G̃ =



(

1

Nk

∑

k

f †
k
G(k, iωn)fk

)−1

+ Σ̃imp




−1

(17)

With an input of self-energy on a real frequency axis, ComLowH calculates
projected DOS (Dα) of

Dα(ω) =− 1

πNk

∑

k

ImGα,α(k, ω), (18)

where Gα,α(k, ω) is the lattice Green’s function spanned by Wannier functions
on a real frequency axis. Total DOS (D) is

D(ω) =
∑

α

Dα(ω). (19)
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Momentum resolved spectral function (A) is

A(k, ω) =− 1

π

∑

α

ImGα,α(k, ω). (20)

Parallelization of ComLowH is characterized by the construction of the G−1

in eq. (16). For the computation of G−1, the code is parallelized with nearly
linear scaling up to Nk processors. Note that Nk for the Wannier interpolation
is typically ∼1,000 and this code scale well up to ∼1,000 CPU cores.

4.5. ComCTQMC

Continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) is a stochastic approach
to obtain numerically exact solutions of an impurity model. An impurity model
consists of a small interacting system, the impurity, immersed in a bath of non-
interacting electrons. The action of the impurity model relevant for GW+DMFT
reads

S =−
∫∫ β

0

∑

ij

c†i (τ)G̃−1
ij (τ − τ ′)ci(τ

′)dτdτ ′

+
1

2

∫∫ β

0

∑

ijkl

c†i (τ)c
†
j(τ

′)Ũijkl(τ − τ ′)ck(τ
′)cl(τ)dτdτ

′ ,

(21)

where c†i creates an electron in the generalized orbital i (which includes both

spin and orbital degrees of freedom), β is the inverse temperature, G̃ij is the

Weiss field and Ũijkl is the frequency dependent interaction.
We assume that the frequency dependent interaction is of the form

Ũijkl(iνn) = Ũijkl + F 0(iνn)δilδjk, (22)

that is, only the dynamical screening of the Slater-Condon parameter F 0 is
taken into account. The other Slater-Condon parameters, which define Ũijkl,
are frequency independent and approximated by their value at iνn = 0. The
Weiss field can be split as

G̃−1
ij (iωn) = (iωn + µ)δij − t̃ij − ∆̃ij(iωn), (23)

where µ is the chemical potential, t̃ij are impurity onsite energies and ∆̃ij is
the hybridization function.

Solving the impurity model Eq. 21 with CTQMC starts by expanding the
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partition function of the impurity model in powers of the hybridization as

Z =

∫
Dc†Dce−S

=
∑

k≥0

1

k!

∑

i1···ik

∑

j1···jk

∫∫ β

0

dτ1dτ
′
1 · · ·

∫∫ β

0

dτkdτ
′
k

× Tr[e−βĤlocTτ ĉj1(τ
′
1)ĉ

†
i1
(τ1) · · · ĉjk(τ ′k)ĉ†ik(τk)]

× e
1

2

∑
1≤n,m≤kK(τn − τm)−K(τ ′n − τm)−K(τn − τ ′m) +K(τ ′n − τ ′m)

× Det
1≤n,m≤k

∆̃injm(τn − τ ′m).

(24)

Here we defined

K(τ) =
F 0,ret(iνn = 0)

2β
|τ |(|τ | − β) +

∑

n6=0

F 0,ret(iνn)

β(iνn)2
e−iνnτ (25)

and

Ĥloc =
∑

ij

ĉ†i (t̃ij − µscrδij)ĉj +
1

2

∑

ijkl

ĉ†i ĉ
†
jŨ

scr
ijkl ĉk ĉl, (26)

where F 0,ret(iνn) = F 0(iνn) − F 0(iνn = ∞), µscr = µ − 1
2F

0,ret(iνn = 0)

and Ũ scr
ijkl = Ũijkl + F 0(iνn = 0)δilδjk. Sampling the expansion Eq. 24 with

a Metropolis-Hasting Markov-Chain algorithm then yields estimates of observ-
ables, see Refs. [50, 88, 89] for a detailed description.

The most important observable within DMFT is the Green function on the
impurity

G̃ij(τ) = −Z−1

∫
Dc†Dce−Sci(τ)c

†
j , (27)

from which the self-energy

Σ̃ij(iωn) = G̃−1
ij (iωn)− G̃−1

ij (iωn) (28)

can be extracted.
In ComCTQMC, each MPI processes is assigned to one Markov chain, real-

izing ideal parallel performance.

5. Computational Layout for charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT

In ComDMFT, charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT methodology is imple-
mented, enabling multiple methods for the electronic structure of CES in one
platform. In addition to the crystal structure and the choice of correlated or-
bitals, Ũ parameterized by Slater’s integrals as well as electron occupation as-
sociated with the correlated orbitals (for the nominal double counting energy
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Figure 4: (color online) charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT flowchart and data exchange be-
tween programs (FlapwMBPT, ComWann, ComLowH, and ComCTQMC) in ComDMFT.
For the meaning of each symbol, please see table 1. First, a LDA Hamiltonian is constructed
by using FlapwMBPT [29]. In ComWann, with LDA energies and wavefunctions, initial trial
rotation matrix (Anα(k)) and overlap matrix (Mkb

mn) are calculated to construct Wannier func-
tions and their rotation matrices (Unα(k)) by using Wannier90 package [79]. We solve DMFT
self-consistent loop by using ComLowH and ComCTQMC. ComLowH Wannier-interpolates
LDA bandstructure and construct Lattice Green’s function (G) and fermionic Weiss field (G̃)

by compensating double-counting self-energy and embedding impurity self-energy (Σ̃imp).
ComCTQMC calculates impurity self-energy. Finally, a density matrix (ρDMFT (k)) in the
low-energy Hilbert space are embedded into the full density matrix to update electron density.
Slater’s integrals (F k) and electron occupation associated with the correlated orbitals (for the
nominal double counting energy scheme [46, 90]) are supposed to be provided by a user
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scheme [46, 90]) are supposed to be provided by a user for the charge self-
consistent LDA+DMFT. Charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculations can
be broken down into four steps as shown in Fig. 4: i) construction of a LDA
Hamiltonian by FlapwMBPT [29], ii) construction of the atom-centered local
basis set spanning the low-energy Hilbert space by ComWann utilizing Wan-
nier90 package [79], iii) Wannier interpolation of the LDA Hamiltonian and
solving the DMFT self-consistent equation by ComLowH and ComCTQMC,
and iv) updating electron density.

The electron density is updated in the following way. The local density is
defined as

ρ(r) =
1

Nk

∑

k,n,n′

〈r|nk〉ρn,n′(k)〈n′k|r〉 (29)

where ρn,n′(k) is a density matrix spanned by band eigenstates. To update
charge density, low-energy density matrix from DMFT self-consistent equation
solution is embedded to the density matrix in eq. (29)

ρn,n′(k) = ρLDA
n δn,n′ +

∑

α,α′

〈nk|αk〉
(
ρDMFT
α,α′ (k)−

∑

l

〈αk|lk〉ρLDA
l 〈lk|α′k〉

)
〈α′k|n′k〉

(30)

where ρLDA
n (k) is the density matrix within density functional theory and

ρDMFT
α,α′ (k) is the density matrix from DMFT self-consistent equation solution

in the low-energy Hilbert space.

6. Results

To benchmark the performance of ComDMFT, we calculate the electronic
structure of three prototypical CES of MnO, NiO, and FeSe at T=300K within
ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and compare them with experiments. MnO and
NiO are paramagnetic Mott insulators with rocksalt crystal structure. FeSe is
a paramagnetic Hund’s metal which shows nematic order and unconventional
superconductivity at low temperature. Charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT re-
sults obtained by using ComDMFT are also shown for comparison. In addition
to the density of states and crystal momentum resolved spectral function of
three CES, some of the important physical quantities for MnO are shown for
the demonstration of ComDMFT.

6.1. Wannier functions and interpolated Wannier bandstructure of MnO

Figure 5 (a) shows the Wannier-interpolated electronic bandstructure of
MnO within non spin-polarized LDA and LQSGW. As demonstrated in this
figure, conventional electronic structure methods based on one-particle pic-
ture, in their non spin-polarized versions, fail to reproduce an insulating gap
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Figure 5: (color online) (a) Wannier interpolated MnO bandstructures within non spin-
polarized LDA and LQSGW. (b) Mn-dxy and (c) Mn-dz2 Wannier functions in a FCC con-
ventional unitcell. White and black spheres represent O and Mn atoms, respectively

in MnO. Although non spin-polarized LQSGW shows bandwidth narrowing for
the five bands near the Fermi level, it still predicts that MnO is a metal. To
define five Mn-d orbitals as correlated orbitals, Wannier functions for Mn-s,
Mn-p Mn-d, and O-p orbitals are constructed in a frozen energy window of
-15eV < E − Ef < 7eV . Figure 5 (b) and (c) show Mn-dxy and Mn-dz2 Wan-
nier functions in a conventional FCC unit cell, respectively. They are centered
exactly at a Mn atom and show expected angular distributions of the wave-
functions. The square root of the spread of the Mn-t2g and Mn-eg orbitals are

,
√
〈r2 − 〈r〉2

R=0,Mn-t2g
〉R=0,Mn-t2g = 0.69Å and

√
〈r2 − 〈r〉2

R=0,Mn-eg
〉R=0,Mn-eg =

0.62Å, respectively. These spreadings are much smaller than the interatomic
distance between Mn and O of 2.22 Å. Spin-integrated electron occupations in
Mn-d orbitals within LQSGW are 〈nMn-dxy

〉 = 〈nMn-dyz
〉 = 〈nMn-dzx

〉 = 1.4
and 〈nMn-d

z2
〉 = 〈nMn-d

x2
−y2

〉 = 〈nMn−zx〉 = 0.4, where nα is the density op-
erator in an orbital α. These values are far from the value at half-filling and
hinder a paramagnetic Mott gap opening.

6.2. Coulomb interaction tensor and Slater’s integrals associated with Mn-d or-

bitals in MnO

Figure 6 shows Slater’s integrals of partially-screened Coulomb interactions
in eq. (9). Slater’s integrals of bare Coulomb interaction and fully-screened
Coulomb interaction are shown for comparison. These quantities are obtained
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Figure 6: (color online) Slater’s integrals associated with Mn-d orbitals: (a) F 0, (b) F 2,
and (c) F 4. Red and blue colored lines correspond to the Slater’s integrals of partially
screened Coulomb interaction Wr and fully screened Coulomb interaction W , respectively.
Black dashed lines are for bare Coulomb interaction

by replacing Wr with V and W in in eq. (9), respectively. By excluding polar-
izability between five correlated bands, dielectric screening are suppressed and
Slater’s integrals of partially screened Coulomb interaction are larger than those
of fully-screened Coulomb interactions at low-energy. In addition, monopole in-
tegral (F 0) shows much stronger frequency dependence than F 2 and F 4. To
illustrate, F 0 of partially-screened Coulomb interaction increases from 5.6eV to
21.5eV but F 4 from 6.9eV to 7.3eV.

6.3. Impurity self-energies associated with Mn-d orbitals

Figure 7 (a) and (b) show double-counted electronic self-energies within
local-GW approximation associated with five Mn-d orbitals on the imaginary
frequency axis. Red and blue lines are for Mn-t2g and Mn-eg orbitals, respec-
tively. Both real and imaginary parts of self-energies do not show divergent
behaviors and their imaginary parts are even linear in imaginary frequency
near the Fermi level. However, if all Feynman diagrams associated with five
Mn-d orbitals are summed, self-energies show qualitatively different behaviors.
Figure 7 (c) and (d) show impurity self-energies from ComCTQMC on the
imaginary frequency axis. In contrast to electronic self-energies within local
GW approximation, both real and imaginary parts of DMFT self-energy on the
imaginary frequency axis show divergent behaviors near the Fermi level. In
addition, spin-integrated electron occupations in Mn-d orbitals within DMFT
are 〈nMn-dxy

〉 = 〈nMn-dyz
〉 = 〈nMn-dzx

〉 = 1.0 and 〈nMn-d
z2
〉 = 〈nMn-d

x2
−y2

〉 =
〈nMn−zx〉 = 1.04, which are much closer to the value at half-filling than those
within LQSGW approximation. Analytical continuation by using maximum en-
tropy method [91] implemented in EDMFTF package [47] results in divergent
electronic self-energies more clearly as shown in Fig. 7 (e) and (f). Electronic
self-energy for both Mn-t2g and Mn-eg has a pole near the Fermi level, inducing
a paramagnetic Mott gap in MnO.

6.4. Hybridization functions associated with Mn-d orbitals

Figure 8 shows hybridization functions associated with five Mn-d orbitals
on the imaginary frequency axis. Red and blue lines are for Mn-t2g and Mn-eg
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Figure 7: (color online) (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of local-GW self-energies associated
with Mn-t2g (red) and Mn-eg (blue) orbitals on the imaginary frequency axis. Dotted lines
show their high-frequency limit. (c) real and (d) imaginary part of DMFT self-energies as-
sociated with Mn-t2g (red) and eg (blue) orbitals on the imaginary frequency axis. (e) real
and (f) imaginary parts of impurity self-energies associated with Mn-t2g (red) and eg (blue)
orbitals on the real frequency axis.
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Figure 8: (color online) (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of hybridization functions associated
with Mn-t2g (red) and Mn-eg (blue) orbitals on the imaginary frequency axis.

orbitals, respectively. A Mn-t2g orbital experiences less hybridization with the
rest of the electrons than a Mn-eg orbital. Imaginary part of the hybridization
function approaches to zero at the Fermi level, implying the opening of an energy
gap in MnO.

6.5. The density of states and spectral functions of MnO

In this subsection, total DOS, projected DOS and crystal momentum re-
solved spectral function within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT are presented. For
comparison, charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculation is performed by us-
ing ComDMFT. For the LDA+DMFT, five Mn-d orbitals are considered as
correlated orbitals. F 0 = 9.0eV , F 2 = 9.8eV and F 4 = 6.1eV are chosen to
construct Coulomb interaction tensor associated Mn-d orbitals, corresponding
to U = 9.0eV and J = 1.14eV . To define five Mn-d orbitals, Wannier functions
for Mn-s, Mn-p Mn-d, and O-p orbitals are constructed in a frozen energy win-
dow of -10eV < E − Ef < 10eV at every charge self-consistency loop. For the
double-counting energy, nominal double-counting scheme [46, 90] is used with
the d orbital occupancy of 5.0.

Figure 9 (a) showMnO density of states within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT
and ab initio LQSGW+DMFT. For comparison, photoemission spectroscopy
and bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy results [92, 93] are reproduced.
Both charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT and ab initio LQSGW+DMFT open
an insulating gap, which can be clearly seen in a zoom-in view in Figure 9 (b).
They reproduce experimentally observed four peak structure at 5eV, -2eV, -
4eV and -7eV from the Fermi level reasonably well. The projected density of
state calculation within LQSGW+DMFT shown in Fig. 9 (c) attributes each
peak to Mn-t2g, Mn-eg, Mn-t2g, and O-p orbitals, respectively. In contrast, all
peaks below the Fermi level are dominated by O-p orbitals within charge self-
consistent LDA+DMFT, as shown in Fig. 9 (d). Substantial contribution of
O-p orbitals to the top of the valence band shows strong-hybridization between
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Figure 9: (color online) (a) MnO density of states and (b) its zoom-in view. Red and blue lines
show the total density of states within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and charge self-consistent
LDA+DMFT. Gray dashed lines are from photoemission spectroscopy and Bremsstrahlung
Isochromat Spectroscopy [92, 93]. (c) the projected density of states to O-p, Mn-s, Mn-t2g,
and Mn-eg orbitals within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT, marked by green, cyan, purple, and
brown colors, respectively. (d) the projected density of states to O-p, Ni-s, Ni-t2g, and Ni-eg
orbitals within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT, marked by green, cyan, purple, and brown
colors, respectively. (e) spectral function along a high symmetry line in the first Brillouin zone
within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT. (f) spectral function along a high symmetry line in the first
Brillouin zone within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT
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O-p and Mn-eg, consistent with Zhang-Rice multiplet picture. This strong hy-
bridization gives rise to sharp spectral features at the top of the valence bands
in the crystal Momentum resolved spectral function. Fig. 9 (e) and (f) show
momentum resolved spectral functions within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT. Above the Fermi level, band structure and
the position of the Hubbard bands are qualitatively similar. However, below the
Fermi level, they show differences. Although Zhang-Rice multiplet peaks at the
top of the valence bands are sharp and become weaker near the Γ point from
both methods, O-p bands (bands at EF -5eV at Γ point) are at a lower energy
within LQSGW+DMFT than charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT.

6.6. The density of states and spectral functions of NiO

In this subsection, total DOS, projected DOS and crystal momentum re-
solved spectral function of NiO are presented. For the choice of correlated
orbitals, five Ni-d orbitals are chosen and Wannier functions for Ni-s, Ni-p Ni-
d, and O-p orbitals are constructed in a frozen energy window of -10eV <
E-Ef < 10eV . For comparison, charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT calculation
is performed by using ComDMFT. For the LDA+DMFT, five Ni-d orbitals are
considered as correlated orbitals. To define five Ni-d orbitals, Wannier functions
for Ni-s, Ni-p Ni-d, and O-p orbitals are constructed in a frozen energy window
of -10eV < E-Ef < 10eV at every charge self-consistency loop. F 0 = 10.0eV ,
F 2 = 7.8eV and F 4 = 4.8eV are chosen to construct Coulomb interaction tensor
associated Ni-d orbitals, corresponding to U = 10.0eV and J = 0.9eV . For the
double-counting energy, nominal double-counting scheme [46, 90] is used with d
orbital occupancy of 8.0.

Figure 10 (a) shows NiO total DOS within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT. For
comparison, photoemission spectroscopy and bremsstrahlung isochromat spec-
troscopy results [94] are reproduced and marked by gray dashed lines. Total
DOS within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT are marked by blue lines. Both
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT and ab initio LQSGW+DMFT open an in-
sulating gap, which can be clearly seen in a zoom-in view in Figure 10 (b). They
reproduce experimentally observed two peak structure at -2eV, and 4eV from
the Fermi level reasonably well. LQSGW+DMFT projected density of state
shown in Fig. 10 (c) attributes each peak to Ni-t2g and Ni-eg orbitals, respec-
tively in agreement with charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT shown in Fig. 10
(d). Although the main peak below the Fermi level is dominated by Ni-t2g, the
very top of the valence bands is dominated by Ni-eg. The subpeak at EF -4eV
is hardly reproduced within LQSGW+DMFT, although LDA+DMFT give rise
to a strong O-p peak at slightly lower energy. There is small enhancement of
the Ni-eg weight around EF -3eV within LQSGW+DMFT but it is too small
to give rise to a subpeak. There are other LDA+DMFT results that peaks
at EF -2eV and EF -4eV are originated from Ni-d orbitals [96, 97, 98], but the
understanding the nature of the subpeak at EF -4eV is a puzzle to be solved
[99].

Fig. 10 (e) and (f) show momentum resolved spectral functions within
LQSGW+DMFT as well as charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT. For compar-
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Figure 10: (color online) (a) NiO density of states and (b) its zoom-in view. Red and blue lines
show the total density of states within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and charge self-consistent
LDA+DMFT. Gray dashed lines are from photoemission spectroscopy and Bremsstrahlung
Isochromat Spectroscopy [94]. (c) the projected density of states to O-p, Ni-s, Ni-t2g , and
Ni-eg orbitals within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT, marked by green, cyan, purple, and brown
colors, respectively. (d) the projected density of states to O-p, Ni-s, Ni-t2g, and Ni-eg or-
bitals within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT, marked by green, cyan, purple, and brown
colors, respectively. (e) spectral function along Γ-X in the first Brillouin zone within ab

initio LQSGW+DMFT. (f) spectral function along Γ-X in the first Brillouin zone within
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT. Red plus symbols in (e) and (f) are from angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy data[95].
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ison, data from angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy is reproduced and
marked by red plus symbols[95]. Above the Fermi level, Ni-s bands from two
different methods are qualitatively similar, but upper Hubbard bands are much
sharper within LQSGW+DMFT than LDA+DMFT. Below the Fermi level,
there are noticeable differences. Although the top of the valence bands is well
reproduced within LQSGW+DMFT, this band is too low in energy along Γ-X
line within charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT. Here we note that there is also a
report claiming a good agreement between LDA+DMFT and spectral function
along Γ-X line [97]. This discrepancy between different LDA+DMFT calcula-
tions might be due to a different choice of double counting scheme, the level of
charge self-consistency and no fine adjustment on U and J values in our case.
The influence of all these factors can be explored building on this platform.

6.7. The density of states and spectral functions of FeSe

In this subsection, total DOS, projected DOS and crystal momentum re-
solved spectral function of FeSe are presented. For the simulation, the experimentally-
determined crystal structure in P4/nmm space group [100] is used. Five Fe-d
orbitals are considered as correlated orbitals and Wannier functions for Fe-s,
Fe-p Fe-d, Se-p and Se-d orbitals are constructed in a frozen energy window of
-10eV < E-EF < 10eV . For comparison, charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT
calculation is performed by using ComDMFT. For the LDA+DMFT, five Fe-
d orbitals are considered as correlated orbitals. To define five Fe-d orbitals,
Wannier functions for Fe-s, Fe-p Fe-d, Se-p and Se-d orbitals are constructed
in a frozen energy window of -10eV < E − Ef < 10eV at every charge self-
consistency loop. F 0 = 5.0eV , F 2 = 6.9eV and F 4 = 4.3eV are chosen to
construct Coulomb interaction tensor associated Fe-d orbitals, corresponding
to U = 5.0eV and J = 0.8eV [101]. For the double-counting energy, nomi-
nal double-counting scheme [46, 90] is used with d orbital occupancy of 6.0.
Spin-orbit coupling is neglected in all methods.

Figure 11 (a) and (b) show FeSe DOS within ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT, respectively. They show qualitatively simi-
lar line shapes, although ab initio LQSGW+DMFT lineshape is more extended
in energy than charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT lineshape. Figure 11 (c) and
(d) show quasiparticle bandstructure along M-Γ-M line and Γ-M-Γ line within
four different theories: LDA (red lines), LQSGW (green lines), LDA+DMFT
(blue lines), and LQSGW+DMFT (black lines). For the construction of the
quasiparticle bands within LDA+DMFT and LQSGW+DMFT, we linearized
impurity self-energy around the Fermi level and constructed quasiparticle Hamil-
tonian in the following way.

HQP (k) =
√
Zimp(k)

(
HMF (k) + fkΣ̃imp(ω = 0)f †

k

)√
Zimp(k), (31)

where Z−1
imp(k) = fk

(
1− ∂Σ̃imp/∂iωn|ω=0

)
f †
k
. HMF is Hnl

QP in eq. (15)

for LQSGW+DMFT and double-counting-term-corrected Kohm-Sham Hamil-
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Figure 11: (color online) the total density of states and the projected density of states
within (a) ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and (b) charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT. FeSe band-
structure within LDA (red lines), LQSGW (green lines), LDA+DMFT (blue lines), and
LQSGW+DMFT (black lines) along (c) M -Γ-M line and (d) Γ-M -Γ lines at T=300K. Angle-
resolved photoemission data at high-temperature phase (T=120K) are marked by gray plus
symbols [102, 103]
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tonian (HDFT (k) − fkΣ̃DCf
†
k
) for charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT, respec-

tively. For comparison, quasiparticle bands from angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy are reproduced [102, 103]. Near Γ point, in its high-temperature
phase, a single hole packet has been observed experimentally and it is attributed
to Fe-dxz and Fe-dyz orbitals [104]. Due to spin-orbit coupling, the degeneracy at
Γ is lifted and another band below the Fermi level has been observed. Among
four different ab initio methods, LQSGW+DMFT shows the best agreement
with the experiments in terms of the effective mass for Fe-dxz and Fe-dyz bands
and the position of the bands at the Γ. Here, we note that all four different
methods predict that there is another hole pocket from Fe-dxy orbitals at Γ
points which has not seen from ARPES experiments. Near M point, it is ex-
pected to see two electron pockets: one from Fe-dxz and Fe-dyz orbitals and
the other from Fe-dxy. From experiments, only a single electron pocket has
been observed yet. Among four different ab initio methods, LQSGW+DMFT
results in the best agreement with the experiments in terms of the effective
mass for the electron bands and the position of the bands at the M . Here we
note that a better choice of Slater’s integrals and double-counting energy for
charge self-consistent LDA+DMFT may result in a better agreement between
LDA+DMFT results and experiments.

7. Summary

We presented the implementation of ab initio LQSGW+DMFT and charge
self-consistent LDA+DMFT for the electronic structure of CES in ComDMFT.
The rationale of this development is to provide multiple methods in one open-
source GPL license platform in order to investigate the consequences of the
coexistence of localized and itinerant characters of correlated-electrons and to
potentiate a diagrammatically motivated ab initio approaches for CES. This
code will serve as a starting point for other ab initio approaches on CES.
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